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Abstract

We model an Internet broadband provider that can o¤er di¤erent quality of

service (priority) to content providers. Net neutrality regulation does not allow

prioritization and all content is treated equally. Content providers derive their

pro�ts from advertising rates which di¤er with or without neutrality. We focus on

the incentives to innovate in content by both large and small content providers,

as well as on investment in core infrastructure to reduce congestion. Prioritiza-

tion increases infrastructure investment as compared to regulation, except when

the large content provider is considerably more ine¢ cient than the small fringe

providers. Prioritization is also desirable from a welfare perspective unless fringe

content is particularly valuable to users. The results are reinforced if advertising

rates for prioritized content are more sensitive to congestion than the rates for

best-e¤ort content.

JEL code: D4, L12, L43, L51, L52
Keywords: Internet, net neutrality, congestion, innovation.

1 Introduction

The Internet has probably been the fastest developing industry of the last two decades.

In the early times an experimental network linking a limited number of computers,
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the Internet has become one of the key priorities of policy makers around the world as,

among other things, it is seen as an engine to economic growth (Czernich et al., 2011;

Mayo and Wallsten, 2011). The Internet is delivered by broadband providers who can

use their infrastructure to set particular terms for access of Internet applications and

content (e.g., websites, services, protocols). These access terms are discussed under

the heading of �net neutrality� (henceforth, NN), generating one of the most hotly

debated issues in communications policy in the U.S. and elsewhere.1

NN has often been linked to the �end to end� principle,2 which is thought to

have guaranteed openness and free access to the Internet; its operation, however,

has been questioned by the establishment of broadband as the standard delivering

technology. From an economic viewpoint, the issue is that broadband allows for web

tra¢ c management techniques that can potentially be used for quality discrimination

of data packets, use of termination charges for network tra¢ c, and several other

practices that raise competitive concerns. From this angle, then, NN is mainly a data

treatment (and its pricing) issue. On the one side stand proposers of a regulation

that bans discrimination of data packets and guarantees open and equal access to

the net (or �openists�, according to Wu, 2004); on the other side it is believed that

the Internet needs no regulation and will develop better by letting the market forces

operate freely (or �deregulationists�).

Valid arguments have been proposed by both sides. One of the main stances of

�openists� is that NN is needed to protect the innovation of small start up content

providers (CPs), among those there may be tomorrow�s giants like Google, Face-

book or Youtube. Innovation at the �edge� of the network is one of the de�ning

features of the Internet and discrimination constitutes a potential harm to it (Lessig,

2001; Lee and Wu, 2009). On the other hand, the main counter argument of �de-

regulationists� is based on the need of Internet service providers (ISPs) to get an

appropriate remuneration for the use of the infrastructure, which is seen as the best

way to guarantee investment for maintenance and expansion of the capacity of the

1Recent developments include some mild forms of NN adopted by the U.S. FCC in November

2011, but already challenged in court by Verizon. The European Commission issued in 2011 a Com-

munication that de facto declined to impose explicitly NN rules, adopting a wait-and-see approach.

Some countries have begun to take more proactive positions: Chile (2010) and the Netherlands (2011)

were the �rst two countries to adopt legislation establishing ex ante rules prohibiting NN violations.
2This was �rst expounded in Saltzer et al. (1984), and emerged as a design tool for use by network

engineers. The initial principle was that the transmission and routing of Internet tra¢ c should be

�dumb�, not interfering with information packets sent between sender and receiver.
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network (the �core�of the Internet), a prominent concern due to the increasing dif-

fusion of bandwidth-intensive applications (Yoo, 2005; Van Schewick, 2006; Becker

et al., 2010). Furthermore, NN can have a crowding out e¤ect on CPs�innovation,

hindering the development of new applications sensitive to delays and latency. The

tension between these opposing views is fundamental to the debate and the model

presented in this paper allows us to evaluate the arguments of both sides.

We develop a model where the funding to content providers comes from advertising

revenues. These resources can be a¤ected both by the priority regime, and by network

congestion. We show that, ultimately, the welfare properties of a discriminatory

regime based on tra¢ c prioritization, when contrasted to NN, depend on the ability

to direct these resources to those content providers that can generate the highest

number of applications.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 brie�y reviews the relevant

literature to locate the contribution of the paper. Section 3 introduces the basic

model. Section 4 presents the results of the analysis. Section 5 extends the model to

allow advertising rates to be a¤ected by congestion. Section 6 concludes.

2 Related literature and contribution

NN has triggered a �erce debate and much has been written about it.3 The vast

majority, however, are policy and advocacy papers raising qualitative arguments. The

economics literature is still relatively scarce but there are exceptions: early attempts

at formalizing some aspects of the debate can be found in Hogendorn (2008), Kocsis

and De Bijl (2008), and Musacchio et al. (2009).4 Economides and Tag (2009)

present a static model of charges imposed by the ISP to content providers for tra¢ c

termination to consumers. NN is captured by assuming that CPs are not charged for

termination and, in their results, this typically increases CPs�welfare. Congestion,

or incentives for ISP�s investment and CPs�innovation, however, are not addressed.

The structure of the industry naturally invokes a two-sided market approach: ISPs

are the platforms that connect CPs to �nal users. Although the literature on two-

3 In June 2011, a casual SSRN search returned 149 papers with «net neutrality» in the title or

abstracts. A similar Google search provided 10m hits. See also Brennan (2011).
4Hermalin and Katz (2007) model NN as a restriction on the product line that an ISP can o¤er.

Their results suggest that these restrictions are likely to reduce welfare. They do not explicitly

consider Internet tra¢ c.
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sided networks has �ourished in recent years (Armstrong, 2006; Rochet and Tirole,

2006), the issue of quality investment by platforms has been less explored.5

The contributions closest to ours are those that have modelled the key problem

of tra¢ c congestion and bandwidth allocation on the Internet. They can be classi�ed

according to three approaches followed so far. First, the speed of data exchange is

determined by the slowest of the connections between the start and the end point;

second, there is a limited amount of bandwidth to be allocated between di¤erently

clicked CPs; third, further structure on congestion is imposed by using a M/M/1

queuing system.

Njoroge et al. (2010) consider vertically-di¤erentiated duopolistic ISPs and em-

ploy the �rst approach: the quality of on-net exchanges corresponds to the quality

of the ISP, while o¤-network exchanges�quality is determined by the worse quality

between the ISPs.6 NN is captured as a zero fee being imposed to CPs for o¤-net

tra¢ c. The investment strategy of the ISP is driven by the tension between the com-

petitive e¤ect, that can be reduced via quality di¤erentiation, and the rent extraction

from CPs. The �rst dominates under NN, while the second is more pronounced under

priority pricing.

Economides and Hermalin (2010) adopt the second approach in modelling band-

width allocation: the �pipe�of a monopolist ISP has �xed capacity in the short run.

Bandwidth, then, is allocated in di¤erent proportions to CPs according to the pricing

regime: equally under NN, with priority if discrimination is allowed. This feature,

together with the elastic demand from �nal users, is key for the results: uneven alloc-

ation of bandwidth under discrimination leads to a more than proportional increase

of demand and increased tra¢ c; the only case in which discrimination can lead to

higher welfare is when it has an expansionary e¤ect on CPs�supply.

Cheng et al. (2011), Choi and Kim (2010), and Kramer and Wiewiorra (2010)

use, as we do, the M/M/1 approach: borrowed from queuing theory, it is considered

a good proxy for actual congestion on the Internet.7 Cheng et al. (2011) and Choi

and Kim (2010) consider similar models in which users access exclusively only one of

two content providers;8 total supply of content is �xed and only the market shares

5Fahri and Hagiu (2007) focus on investment decisions to deter or accommodate entry of a com-

peting platform.
6Valletti and Cambini (2005) use a similar approach to model the quality of voice calls between

competing telecommunications networks.
7McDysan (1999), cited by Kramer and Wiewiorra (2010).
8While this might be a characterization of particular situations where content providers are sub-
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are a¤ected by priority. In Cheng et al. (2011) both CPs can get priority. This leads

to a prisoners�dilemma: the individual incentive leads similarly e¢ cient CPs to buy

priority; the result is no e¤ect on congestion and only more surplus extracted by the

ISP. Choi and Kim (2010) consider the case in which CPs bargain with the ISP to

obtain exclusive priority for their tra¢ c; CPs are charged a �xed fee only if they opt

for priority. If the ISP has all the bargaining power, it is able to extract most of the

surplus from both CPs. The impact of NN on investment, instead, crucially depends

on the fact that CPs�content supply is inelastic: as more capacity means less value

for priority, the ISP has less incentives to invest when NN is abandoned.

Kramer and Wiewiorra (2010) consider a continuum of CPs di¤erently sensitive

to congestion. Although not all CPs are served, NN has no e¤ect on content supply

in the short run: this implies that priority pricing is welfare enhancing as it leads to

a better allocation of bandwidth. In the long run, the welfare superior regime is the

one leading to higher investment: as NN reduces entry of new CPs, it prevails only

in case advertising revenues considerably increase with fewer CPs.

Our model shares with the last works cited the more accurate way to model

congestion due to Internet tra¢ c. However, we di¤er in several respects. First, and

consistent with one of the de�ning features of the Internet, users are allowed to browse

any content they wish once they connect to the net. Second, the market for content

is not fully covered, thus pricing has e¤ects on CPs�entry. In particular, one charac-

teristic of the Internet is that CPs are very heterogeneous: a few CPs (e.g., Google,

Facebook, Youtube) supply many applications and generate a lot of clicks and tra¢ c,

while there are many CPs that generate individually, but possibly not in aggregate,

only little tra¢ c. We capture this by having a single large CP and a fringe made

of many atomistic CPs: this assumption seems crucial to encapsulate the �innova-

tion at the edge� argument that characterizes some policy debate. Since, contrary

to Choi and Kim (2010) and Cheng et al. (2011), we do not impose single-homing

of end users with respect to CPs, the CPs�incentive to prioritize or not arises from

a di¤erent mechanism, which represents the third element of our model. We assume

that advertising revenues per click are the same under NN when all tra¢ c is treated

equally, instead advertising rates di¤er for prioritized and unprioritized tra¢ c when

stitutes between each other (e.g., a subscriber will typically want to use only one search engine, and

will decide, for instance, between either Google or Bing), it cannot capture the fact that most of the

Internet content has a di¤erent nature, that is, subscribers want to see (and do see) both Google and

YouTube, which cannot be modelled as mutually exclusive choices.
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NN is abandoned. We also consider that advertising revenues might be endogenous

to the level of congestion; this re�ects the fact that the (costly) intelligence that can

be installed at the broadband network level can be used to make advertising itself

more e¤ective. Lastly, since CPs must be physically connected to an ISP platform

under any regime, we allow for CPs to be charged by the ISP also in case NN reg-

ulation is imposed, which is arguably a better description of a �local�model of the

Internet with a single ISP. In our model, we therefore study decisions both at the

infrastructure �core�and at the Internet �edge�, by looking at how the ISP invests

in capacity and charges for it, in the anticipation of how many applications will be

developed by CPs and funded by advertising revenues.

3 The model

Our model consists of a monopoly platform (ISP) that connects users with the content

providers (CPs). The ISP invests in capacity � at a cost I(�), and charges the two

sides of the market (more on this below; see also Figure 1).

CPs pay a connection fee to the ISP since they need a physical connection supplied

by the ISP to be on the Internet. This connection allows CPs to contact all available

users, whose total mass in normalized to one, and derive advertising revenues from

them. The advertising revenue per user contacted is denoted by a. We introduce two

sources of heterogeneity. First, there are two types of CPs, a continuum of �small�

CPs that we call �fringe�and denote with the subscript F , and one �large�CP that

we call �google�and denote with the subscript G:9 In the fringe, each CP supplies one

unique application/content, while google can introduce several applications. Each CP

has to pay a development cost for every application it introduces. These costs are also

heterogeneous. In particular, �rms in the fringe are distributed along a (unbounded)

line, with the ISP located at zero. A CP located at x has to pay a linear transportation

cost in order to supply its application, tF (x) = tFx: If f denotes the connection fee

paid to the ISP, then the pro�t of a �rm in the fringe that gets advertising revenues

a from a total unit mass of users is

�F = a � 1� f � tFx: (1)

9Naming �google�(lower case g) the large CP is simply for expositional convenience; this is meant

to capture that particular applications generate a large part of the internet tra¢ c (Sandvine, 2011).
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Figure 1: A stylized representation of the internet.

A free entry condition determines how many CPs enter in the fringe, namely a mass

xF =
a� f
tF

: (2)

The total pro�ts of the fringe are thus

�F =

Z xF

0
�Fdx =

(a� f)2
2tF

:

google also pays an entry cost tG per application, but we assume that it can

control many applications it eventually introduces along the line. That is, google

maximizes w.r.t. x the total pro�t

�G = a � x � 1� f � tG
Z x

0
zdz: (3)

Hence the mass of applications introduced by google will be

xG =
a

tG
; (4)

to the extent that the corresponding pro�t

�G =
a2

2tG
� f (5)
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is non-negative.10 Three remarks are in order. First, the connection fee f enters only

the determination of the mass of applications from the fringe (2), but not the mass

of applications (4) from google. This implies that the marginal CP, and hence the

elasticity of content with respect to f , is dictated by the very �edge� in the fringe,

not by google. Second, each CP pays the connection fee only once, even under NN.

As there is a single ISP, and CPs must be connected to it, we do not �nd very realistic

the assumption of zero connection fees employed by some of the literature, although

we could easily also adopt it without a¤ecting the main results. In our model, while

a connection fee is always set, the ISP does not charge based on tra¢ c volumes,

for instance because the basic connection available is enough to support the tra¢ c

generated by any individual CP, including the larger google. A �at �hook up� fee

like ours is also found, e.g., in Economides and Hermalin (2010) and Njoroge et al.

(2010). Third, we allow unit transportation costs ti; i = F;G; to be di¤erent, in case

google has application development costs di¤erent from the fringe. This distinction

is introduced to discuss the extent to which a speci�c regime of neutrality can a¤ect

the incentives to develop content of more or less e¢ cient providers.

3.1 Congestion

The unit mass of consumers connects to the entire content available over the Internet.

Consumers pay a subscription fee p to the ISP. Consumers bene�t from variety, which

we model by assuming that each consumer enjoys a bene�t vF per available fringe

application and vG per google application. Consumers also care about congestion on

the network.

Congestion depends on total tra¢ c exchanged, as well as on the tra¢ c man-

agement techniques. We borrow from the extant literature the way congestion is

a¤ected by prioritization rules (Cheng et al., 2011; Choi and Kim, 2010; Kramer and

Wiewiorra, 2010). Each user-CP exchange generates an amount of tra¢ c �. Under

Net Neutrality (NN), congestion is

W (xG; xF ) =
1

�� �(xG + xF )
; (6)

which is the waiting time W in a M/M/1 queuing system; the corresponding utility

10An alternative interpretation, generating the same formalization, is that google has a single

�large�application, whose size xG is determined according to (3), leading to (4).
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of the users is

UNN = vFxF + vGxG � dW (xG; xF )� p; (7)

where d is consumers�sensitivity to congestion.

With Priority Pricing (PP), the ISP can o¤er priority to tra¢ c. If xH and xL
are the masses of CPs that choose, respectively, to prioritize or not to prioritize their

tra¢ c, the users�utility is

UPP = vHxH + vLxL � dW (xH ; xL)� p;

where vH and vL depend on the share of fringe providers opting for high and low

priority. The congestion W (xH ; xL) is given by the weighted average of waiting

times. More speci�cally, waiting times of each type of tra¢ c are

WH =
1

�� �xH
; WL =

�

�� �xH
1

�� �xH � �xL
> WH ;

so that the average waiting time is

W (xH ; xL) =
xH

xH + xL
WH +

xL
xH + xL

WL: (8)

Two are the main properties of this way of modelling tra¢ c. First, a M/M/1

system implies that the average congestion is the same in the two regimes, provided

the capacity level and the total amount of tra¢ c exchanged are also the same.11

This is an important property that we must stress: PP, per se, does not lead to

an e¢ ciency improvement over NN, but just to a reallocation of capacity resources.

However, the two regimes will give di¤erent incentives to invest in �, and therefore

will a¤ect average congestion for an endogenous choice of �. The second property of

the queueing system is that, if some capacity is allocated to prioritized tra¢ c, this

must imply that, ceteris paribus, the non-prioritized tra¢ c will experience a higher

delay. Indeed this is a feature that is emphasized in the debate over net neutrality

and that the model e¤ectively captures.

3.2 Advertising

Di¤erences in congestion and priority also a¤ect the pro�tability of advertising rates.

This is the mechanism that gives incentives to CPs to eventually opt for priority. With

11This can be checked immediately by comparing (6) and (8). When capacity is the same, it is

W =W when xG + xF = xH + xL:
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NN, the advertising rate is a for all the CPs, re�ecting the fact that all applications

are reachable with the same delay by end users. Without NN, there will be di¤erences

between the rates aH and aL for the prioritized tra¢ c and for the best-e¤ort content.

For instance, targeted advertising is enhanced by deep packet inspections, allowed by

prioritization techniques. For the initial analysis we do not need to put additional

structure on these advertising functions, and simply posit that aL < aH , as tra¢ c

with priority su¤ers less from congestion problems.12 At times, however, we will

further assume:

a = aH + (1� )aL; (9)

that is, the weighted average advertising rate does not change with and without NN.

This assumption mirrors the previous result concerning the physical infrastructure

whereby the average waiting time, when capacity and tra¢ c are the same, does not

change with the neutrality regime; similarly, we now imagine that the neutrality

regime, as such, does not alter the total resources (from advertisers) that can be at-

tracted by this economy, but it leads to a redistribution of these resources. Notice that

a high (respectively, low) value of  implies that a NN regime generates advertising

resources that are closer to prioritized rates (respectively, best-e¤ort rates): the lower

the  the greater the discrepancy between NN ad rates and priority ad rates. The

weighting , in principle, can take any value between zero and one: in the following

analysis, however, speci�c values of  that may be reasonable in our context will be

discussed. For instance, if both types of CPs are equally e¢ cient and only one type

opts for priority, then it seems natural to posit  = 1
2 ; so that (9) reduces to a simple

average, a = aH+aL
2

To sum up, we will consider two regimes. With NN, all CPs pay the same fee f ,

and get a. With PP, CPs will have the choice of paying di¤erential fees: fL for best-

e¤ort and earning aL; or paying a premium fH for priority and getting advertising

rates aH from advertisers. In either regime, we consider a game where the monopolist

chooses �, and sets prices to CPs and to end users. We compare the long-run welfare

properties of the two regimes in terms of impact on CPs, users and ISP.

12Behavioral targeting is a technique used by advertisers to increase the e¤ectiveness of their

campaigns. It uses information collected on an individual�s web-browsing behavior, such as the pages

they have visited or the searches they have made, to select which ads to display to that individual.

As properly targeted ads will fetch more consumer interest, the ad rates should command a premium

over random advertising. Further discussion of the sensitivity of advertising rates to congestion is

provided in Section 5.
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4 Analysis

The ISP can invest I(�) to expand the capacity � of the network and reduce the

disutility linked to congestion and waiting times of data packets. For simplicity, we

shall assume throughout the paper that I(�) = �; in other words, investment displays

constant returns to scale with respect to capacity. Note, however, that we still have

decreasing returns to scale of investment with respect to the average waiting time:

this is due to the fact that, independently of the priority regime, the average waiting

time decreases at a decreasing rate when capacity is expanded.

Under net neutrality the net pro�ts of the ISP are:

�NNISP = �
NN
ISP � I(�) = pNN + f + fxF � �;

while under no regulation they are:

�PPISP = �
PP
ISP � I(�) = pPP + fHDH + fLDL � �;

whereDL andDH denote the demand for the high and the low priority respectively. If

best e¤ort is chosen in equilibrium only by the fringe while google opts for priority, it

will be DL = xL and DH = 1: Indeed, the fringe providers opt for the best e¤ort/low

priority connection if:

fH � fL � aH � aL: (10)

Provider G can opt for the high priority. The high priority is an option in case �HG �
�LG, where the left hand side is the pro�t of google with priority, while the right hand

side is its pro�t without priority. In order to induce G to choose it, the ISP will set

the charge for priority such that it holds exactly �HG = �
L
G. Since the pro�t of google

is given by (5), after substitution, the condition implies:

fH = fL +
a2H � a2L
2tG

: (11)

In other words, the priority fee extracts all the extra rent from google, but it does not

a¤ect google�s choice of content. Condition (10) to ensure self-selection of the fringe

to low priority then becomes:

aH + aL � 2tG; (12)

that we assume to hold. This condition says that google should be �e¢ cient�enough

(low tG), so that any redistribution of advertising resources towards prioritized tra¢ c
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will induce the ISP to increase the corresponding premium fee more than proportion-

ally, which ensures that the fringe will �nd it too costly to opt for priority.13

Under condition (12), google opts for priority while the fringe sticks to the unpri-

oritized alternative. The ISP pro�t is then:

�PPISP = �
PP
ISP � I(�) = pPP + fH + fLxL � �;

where (11) holds.

Finally, the ISP sets p to extract all surplus (7) from �nal users. Under network

neutrality this implies:

pNN = vFxF + vGxG � dW (xF ; xG): (13)

where xF = a�f
tF
, while xG = a

tG
and W (xF ; xG) is given by (6). In case priority

pricing is allowed, the charge to �nal users is:

pPP = vFxL + vGxH � dW (xH ; xL): (14)

where xL =
aL�fL
tF

and xH =
aH
tG
, while W (xH ; xL) is given by (8).

Throughout the analysis, we concentrate only on the case where the ISP �nds

optimal to supply both the fringe and google, instead of extracting all the surplus

only from google while neglecting the fringe. This is ensured by having the consumers�

preference for variety which is strong enough. For this purpose, we assume

vi > �; i = F;G: (15)

As it will become apparent below, the condition tells that, for a given level of the

waiting time, the marginal bene�t from content provision exceeds the marginal cost

to supply capacity.

Simple comparative statics lead to our �rst result on congestion, network capacity

and content supply.

Proposition 1 In the long run: 1) The equilibrium average congestion is always the

same under both regimes. 2) PP leads both to a higher investment and to more total

content than NN if and only if

2(aH � a)
tF
tG
> a� aL: (16)

13When we invoke (9), condition (12) can be restated in terms of a. For example, if both types of

CPs are equally e¢ cient and a = aH+aL
2

, then (12) becomes a � tG:
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If weighted advertising rates follow (9), this always holds as long as  < b = 1

1+
tG
2tF

.

Proof. The proof is very simple by doing a change of variable, as choosing � also

determines W: Under NN it is W = 1
���(xF+xG) ; and hence

� =
1

W
+ � (xF + xG) =

1

W
+ �

�
a� f
tF

+
a

tG

�
:

Notice that, for a given W , the capacity marginal cost when tra¢ c xi increases is �;

which clari�es the interpretation of assumption (15).

Similarly, under PP it is W = 1
���(xL+xH) and

� =
1

W
+ �

�
aL � fL
tF

+
aH
tG

�
:

The �rst order conditions in the two regimes are:

@�NNISP
@W

= �d� @�

@W
= 0; (17)

@�PPISP
@W

= �d� @�

@W
= 0:

These conditions are identical and thus determine the same average waiting time.

This means that ���(xF +xG) under NN must equal ���(xL+xH) under PP.
The level of capacity therefore depends on the comparison of total tra¢ c, which is

generated by total content:

�PP > �NN i¤
aL � fL
tF

+
aH
tG

>
a� f
tF

+
a

tG
:

From the �rst order conditions identifying f and fL one �nds, respectively: f =
a+tF+��vF

2 and fL =
aL+tF+��vF

2 so that the latter inequality can be rewritten as:

2aH
tF
tG
+ aL > a(2

tF
tG
+ 1);

which gives (16) and is surely satis�ed when tG=tF is low enough.

Under (9), (16) further simpli�es to:

2(1� ) tF
tG
> ;

and therefore PP leads to higher investment and to higher total content i¤  < b =
1

1+
tG
2tF

. Q.E.D.
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The �rst part of the proposition is independent of any assumption on advertising

rates. As the end users only care about average congestion, the neutrality regime has

no bearing on the equilibrium average waiting time. The neutrality regime instead

changes the amount of content provided and tra¢ c generated. To keep the same

waiting time, capacity has to adjust too.

The second part of the proposition focuses on the ISP�s investment and on the

CPs�supply of content. Condition (16) summarizes the general condition needed in

order for PP to lead to higher investments compared to NN, still without making

assumptions on advertising rates in the two regimes. The condition depends only on

the e¢ ciency of the CPs in producing content, and not on the value generated, since

CPs derive their pro�ts only from advertising and do not sell directly to end users.

The condition is certainly satis�ed when the ratio tF =tG is large. PP shifts advertising

resources to google, and this produces an overall increase in total tra¢ c when google

is rather e¢ cient in generating content. Therefore investment in capacity additionally

increases compared to NN in order to keep the same average congestion. Conversely

when the ratio tF =tG is small: it is only when resources, via PP, are directed to the

�wrong�type of CP that the investment result can be reversed.

If the total amount of advertising resources is una¤ected by the regime and the

rates follow (9), PP results in higher investment if the weight  does not exceed a

threshold b. This threshold re�ects the relative degree of e¢ ciency between google
and the fringe in generating applications. For instance, if  = 1

2 in (9) and the

advertising rate under NN is a simple average, then the condition  < b can be re-
written as tG < 2tF . Hence, if CPs are equally e¢ cient in the way they create content

(tG = tF ), then the previous condition is surely satis�ed.14 The result would then

be particularly clear: total tra¢ c depends on the average advertising funds available

(that, under (9), do not di¤er in the two regimes) and on the fee paid by the fringe:

this fee goes down under PP, causing total tra¢ c to increase. The result is even

stronger in case google is more e¢ cient than the fringe in producing content, while

it can be reversed when google is ine¢ cient compared to the fringe (tG � tF ). In

this latter case advertising resources under PP are considerably driven away from the

smaller but more e¢ cient CPs: the increase in the number of applications supplied

by google does not compensate for the reduction of content supplied at the edge by

the fringe.

14Notice that if providers are equally e¢ cient (tG = tF ) the threshold would be b = 2
3
:
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Having compared investment in capacity and total content provision under the two

regimes, we now complete the characterization of the properties of the equilibrium:

Proposition 2 Imagine capacity is endogenously determined. The comparison between

the equilibrium variables in the two regimes is as follows:

fL < f < fH ;

xG < xH ; xF > xL;

WH < W (xF ; xG) =W (xL; xH) < WL;

pNN < pPP i¤ vG �
tG(a� aL)
2tF (aH � a)

vF ;which simpli�es to vG �
tG

2tF (1� )
vF under (9);

�NNF > �PPF ;

�NNG > �PPG i¤ a+ aL > tG; which under (9) is surely satis�ed if aL �
tG
2
;

�PPISP > �NNISP i¤ vG � vISP ; which under (9) is surely satis�ed when vG � vF for all  � b:
Proof. See Appendix.

The results suggest that NN regulation is likely to have important redistributive

e¤ects on the sector that go beyond investment in infrastructure. The �rst part of

the proposition is independent of any assumption made on the average advertising

rates in the two regimes. As far as the connection fees are concerned, a regulated

regime increases the fee paid by �rms in the fringe. However, what matters for the

fringe is ultimately the higher advertising revenues. NN thus implies an increase in

the participation at the edge. This also translates in higher aggregate pro�ts for

the fringe. Overall, a regime of NN bene�ts the CPs but does not increase overall

content provision, given by the sum of xF and xG (see Proposition 1), which is lower

than under PP because google supplies less content. Moving towards a regime of PP,

instead, kills part of the innovation done at the edge by the fringe. Small providers

do pay a cheaper access fee, but they get a relatively higher penalty from reduced

advertising rates. Conversely, google gets higher advertising revenues which leads

it to invest in more applications; however, the ISP appropriates some of google�s

advertising rents by charging a premium fee that is higher than under NN which

explains why the net pro�ts of google are likely to decrease. End users always have

their consumer surplus completely extracted both with and without NN, but the

prices they pay di¤er. Provided the fringe content is not evaluated too highly relative

to google�s, the subscription price typically goes up with PP, re�ecting the higher
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bene�ts they enjoy from more available applications; if instead the content of fringe

�rms is very important to users, NN leads to a higher price as its content supply best

meets users�preferences.

When the amount of resources from advertising is not a¤ected by the pricing

regime and (9) holds, further results can be established. google, despite developing

more applications, loses under PP as a result of the targeted pricing of the ISP. The

opposite can only happen under very special circumstances: if google is extremely

ine¢ cient, and advertising rates under NN are particularly low, then, despite the

higher extraction, google is better o¤ in a non-neutral regime. As far the ISP is

concerned, it typically bene�ts from supplying access with di¤erent priorities and

price discriminate CPs, but the result is not unequivocal. If the fringe content is

particularly valuable to users, then their fees are higher under NN and the ISP may

get higher pro�ts overall. However, this requirement is rather stringent as a su¢ cient

(but by no way necessary) condition for PP to generate higher pro�ts for the ISP is

that the content of google is at least as valuable as the fringe content, as long as the

weight  is not too high (again, for equally e¢ cient CPs,  = 1
2 , this requirement is

surely satis�ed).

To summarize, the main e¤ect of net neutrality regulation is therefore to direct

advertising resources towards the fringe. The result is to induce more entry of new

content providers in the fringe or, in other words, innovation at the edge, while it

reduces content innovation done by large providers.

We conclude this section with a simple exercise of comparative statics in the PP

regime.

Corollary 1 Imagine transportation costs are the same for all CPs and all content is

equally valued by users. Then, for a given level of average advertising funds available,

under PP, an increase in the dispersion in advertising rates leads to an increase in

the price paid by �nal users and by google, and a decrease in the price paid by the

fringe. Ultimately, the pro�ts of the ISP increase and so do investment in capacity

and total content supply.

Proof. Imagine that, when tF = tG, (9) reduces to aL+aH = 2a. Write aH = a+�

and aL = a � �; where � is a measure for dispersion. We now �x the level of

a, and look at what happens when the gap � between the two rates under PP

widens. From the proof of Proposition 2, when vF = vG = v and tF = tG = t,

it is p = v(3a+�+v�t��)
2t �

p
d; which increases with ads dispersion. The same e¤ect
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applies to capacity investment, as � = �(3a+�+v�t��)
2t +

p
d, and therefore also to total

content provision. The opposite is true for fL = a��+t+��v
2 ; which decreases in �.

The fee to google is fH = fL +
a2H�a2L
2t = fL +

a(aH�aL)
t . The �rst term decreases and

the second increases in ads dispersion. However, from (12), it is t < a and hence the

second term always prevails. By simple substitution, it is immediate to �nd that the

pro�ts of the ISP also increase both in the level and in the dispersion of advertising

rates. It is in fact instructive to decompose the e¤ects on total pro�ts. Pro�ts are

made from consumers, with @p
@� = v

2t > 0; from google with @fH
@� = 4a�t

2t > 0; from

the fringe, with @xLfL
@� = �a��

2t < 0: Investment also changes, with associated cost
@I
@� =

�
2t > 0: Overall,

@�PPISP
@� = 3a+�+v���t

2t > 0: Q.E.D.

A pro�t increase with the level of advertising funds is not surprising, as the ISP can

appropriate more of these resources. More interestingly, under PP, for a given average

level of these funds, the ISP bene�ts from an increase in their dispersion. This leads

to both more content and more investment. Thus, it allows the ISP to make more

money from the charges to end users, as well as extracting higher premium pro�ts

from google. There is also a decrease in the amount that can be obtained from the

fringe, but the �rst e¤ects always prevail. This is important for the ensuing analysis,

in Section 5, where we assume that advertising rates change with the congestion

level. The monopolist ISP will have an incentive to a¤ect the level of advertising

funds (under both regimes), as well as their dispersion, which is doable only under

PP. Before turning to this case, we address the welfare implications of NN.

4.1 Welfare e¤ects of NN regulation

As prices and fees are simple transfers, the expressions for social welfare are:

SWNN = vFxF + vGxG � dW (xF ; xG) +

+a(xF + xG)� tF
Z xF

0
xdx� tG

Z xG

0
xdx� �;

SWPP = vFxL + vGxH � dW (xL; xH) +

+aHxH + aLxL � tF
Z xL

0
xdx� tG

Z xH

0
xdx� �;

under NN and PP respectively.

We shall start our analysis by comparing the private allocation with the �rst best
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under each regime. Under NN, the �rst best satis�es:

@SWNN

@xF
= a+ vF � tFx�F � � = 0; (18)

@SWNN

@xG
= a+ vG � tGx�G � � = 0; (19)

@SWNN

@W
= �d+ 1

W �2 = 0: (20)

Using results from Proposition 2, the private equilibrium is characterized by:

a+ vF � tF (2xF + 1)� � = 0; (21)

a� tGxG = 0; (22)

�d+ 1

W 2
= 0:

Comparisons are quite easy. The waiting time is socially optimal: the reason is that

W impacts only on the cost of investment and on delay sensitivity. As all �nal users�

surplus is extracted, the ISP internalizes the e¤ect of delay, leading to the �rst best

choice. The content supplied by the fringe xF is suboptimal and below x�F : on the

one hand, the privately optimal fee f does take into account that the fringe�s tra¢ c

has an impact on the waiting cost; however, the ISP does not extract all the surplus

from the fringe, so the f it charges is �too high� from a social welfare perspective.

The content xG supplied by google is also suboptimal: google decides only on the

basis of its advertising rate a and the f does not a¤ect its choice; hence the ISP,

di¤erently from a social planner, cannot internalize the impact on users (vG) or on

congestion costs (�). In case vG > �; which is assumed under (15), the evaluation

of google�s content is higher than the corresponding marginal cost to keep waiting

time constant: then also google is underinvesting in content. Since both google and

the fringe are underinvesting, while the waiting time is the same as in the �rst best,

it immediately follows that also investment in capacity is less than socially optimal:

�NN < ��NN .

A similar analysis under PP implies that the �rst best allocation satis�es:

@SWPP

@xF
= aL + vF � tFx�L � � = 0; (23)

@SWPP

@xG
= aH + vG � tGx�H � � = 0; (24)

@SWPP

@W
= �d+ 1

W
�2 = 0;
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while the private equilibrium, from Proposition 2, is:

aL + v � tF (2xL + 1)� � = 0; (25)

aH � tGxH = 0; (26)

�d+ 1

W
2 = 0:

The comparisons to the �rst best under PP have exactly the same �avour as above:

the average level of congestion W is optimal; the fringe content is suboptimal and

below x�L; while google content is also suboptimal and below x
�
H when vG > �: Hence

capacity is also below its �rst best level, �PP < ��PP .

Next, we can state our main result on welfare: the following proposition establishes

what regime is socially preferable, both when allocations are chosen by a social planner

and by an unregulated ISP.

Proposition 3 Under assumption (9): 1) When allocations are chosen by a social

planner, PP is more e¢ cient than NN i¤ vG � v�: 2) When allocations are chosen

by an unregulated ISP, PP is more e¢ cient than NN i¤ vG � evISP with evISP < v�:
3) When  � 1

1+
tG
tF

; vG � vF is a su¢ cient condition for PP to be the most e¢ cient

regime, both when allocations are chosen by a social planner and by an unregulated

ISP.

Proof. See Appendix.

The proposition suggests that, from the point of view of a social planner, PP can

do strictly better than NN unless the evaluation for the fringe content is particularly

high. PP welfare dominates NN, in particular, when google and the fringe are equally

e¢ cient both in their content development costs (tF = tG) and in the value generated

(vF = vG); in this case, while a PP regime would lead to an ine¢ cient split of

production of content (since google would produce a higher proportion of the available

content, therefore at higher marginal costs than in the symmetric split that would

occur under NN), proportionally more resources are generated via advertising, and

this e¤ect prevails overall.

The second part of the proposition analyzes private allocations. In comparison to

the socially optimal ones, the underinvestment of google is less severe under PP: the

extra terms vG � � in expressions (24)-(26) are relatively smaller compared to aH ,
with respect to (19)-(22) where vG � � has to be compared to a < aH . For similar
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reasons, the underinvestment of the fringe becomes instead exacerbated, as the terms

vF � � are relatively larger compared to aL in (23)-(25) than to a in (18)-(21). As
long as the content of the fringe is not too highly evaluated by users, google ends

up being larger: this e¤ect makes PP more desirable. Notice �nally that, according

to Proposition 2, the monopolist prefers PP which is also the preferred regime of a

social planner when vG is high enough. The preference of both the monopolist and

the social planner are reversed in favour of NN in case the value of fringe�s content

vF is relatively high. The monopolist�s preferred regime is instead in contrast with

welfare for intermediate values of the vG=vF ratio.

5 Variable advertising rates

We conducted the previous analysis under the assumption that advertising rates were

given exogenously and that, when compared to NN, they would command a premium

to those CPs that had chosen to prioritize their applications under PP, and a decrease

in advertising revenues otherwise. However, these premiums and penalties arise pre-

cisely because, when users su¤er less from congestion problems, the applications they

use work better, are more reliable, better preserve data integrity, and so forth. Lower

congestion should be associated to better opportunities for those who place their ads

over the Internet. For instance, smart banners and clips could be integrated with

content. In this section, therefore, we make ad revenues dependent on congestion,

both under NN and PP.15 In particular, under NN, the (single) advertising rate takes

the following general form

a = a(W );

with a0 < 0. Similarly, under PP we have

aL = aL(W ); aH = aH(W );

with aL < aH , a0L < 0, a
0
H < 0:

Since our focus is now on the link which is being created between advertising funds

and network congestion, from now onwards we assume that: a) all CPs have identical

15Njoroge et al. (2010), similarly, suggest a positive relationship between advertising revenues

and quality of the connection. Marketing research reveals that both advertising exposure and user

involvement are crucial for recall and information processing (Danaher and Mullarkey, 2003); smooth

and fast sur�ng should then increase users� involvement and, hence, the time spent on a website,

leading to a better recall and processing of the information in the advert.
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transportation costs, tF = tG = t, google and the fringe are therefore equally e¢ cient

in generating content; b) �nal users evaluate equally all the content provided on the

Internet, no matter if it is supplied by google or by the fringe, vF = vG = v.

As before, we do not assume that departures from neutrality, as such, can increase

the resources attracted to this economy. Hence, when average waiting time is the

same, then also the average advertising revenues are the same

aL(W ) + aH(W ) = 2a(W ) when W =W:

As an example, the following characterization of the advertising rates under NN

can be adopted:

a(W ) = �+
�

W (xF ; xG)
(27)

where � is the sensitivity of advertising rates to (the inverse of) congestion. Under

PP the dual rates are

aL(W ) = �+
�(1� �)
W (xH ; xL)

aH(W ) = �+
�(1 + �)

W (xH ; xL)
; (28)

where � represents the relative advantage from advertising revenues when priority is

chosen over best e¤ort. The functional forms adopted preserve two of the postulated

properties, namely that aH > aL and that, if average waiting time is the same,

aH + aL = 2a. In addition, it can be noticed that this speci�cation also implies

a0H < a
0 < a0L < 0:

5.1 Investment in capacity

The analysis closely parallels the one with �xed advertising rates in Section 4: it

is again very convenient to do a change of variable, so that the ISP sets prices and

average waiting time. Consider �rst NN: for a given W , the free entry condition for

the fringe and google�s content maximization determine

xF =
a(W )� f

t
;

xG =
a(W )

t
:

The ISP solves

max
f;W

�NNISP = �
NN
ISP � � = pNN + f + fxF � �
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where pNN is given by (13), and from W = 1
���(xF+xG) we obtain

� =
1

W
+
�

t
[2a(W )� f ]:

The equilibrium is represented by the following two �rst-order conditions:

@�NNISP
@f

= 1 + xF + (f + v)
@xF
@f

+
�

t

= 1 +
a(W )� v � 2f + �

t
= 0; (29)

@�NNISP
@W

= v
@(xF + xG)

@W
� d+ f @xF

@W
+

1

W 2
� 2�

t
a0(W )

=
2v � 2�+ f

t
a0(W )� d+ 1

W 2
= 0; (30)

From (29) we obtain:

f =
a(W ) + t+ �� v

2
;

which has the same form as the equilibrium fee in Proposition 2. Comparing (30)

with (17), it is apparent that congestion now depends on the way it a¤ects advertising

rates. Only if advertising was not sensitive to congestion (a0 = 0), we would obtain

againW = 1=
p
d as in (17). With variable advertising rates, however, the equilibrium

waiting time is de�ned implicitly by the condition

3(v � �) + a(W ) + t
2t

a0(W )� d+ 1

W 2
= 0: (31)

The �rst term is negative, which implies that, compared again to Proposition 2, in

equilibrium W < 1=
p
d.16 The ISP has now further incentives to reduce congestion,

on top of the bene�ts it can appropriate from the consumer�s side, because lower

congestion increases advertising funds that are appropriated by extracting rents from

CPs. For the same reason, the equilibrium value of W is now a¤ected by all the

parameters of the problem (t; v; �, besides d).

Let us now turn to the analysis of PP. Following the same steps as above, for a

given W , we have:

xL =
aL(W )� fL

t
;

xH =
aH(W )

t
:

16Notice that an interior equilibrium requires the second order condition on the waiting time:
3(v��)+a+t

2t
a00 + a02

2t
� 2

W3 � 0 to be satis�ed:
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The ISP solves

max
fH ;fL;W

�PPISP = �NNISP � � = pPP + fH + fLxL � �

s:t: fH = fL +
a2H(W )� a2L(W )

2t

where pPP is given by (14), and from W = 1
���(xL+xH) we obtain

� =
1

W
+
�

t
[aL(W ) + aH(W )� fL]:

The equilibrium is represented by the following two FOCs:

@�PPISP
@fL

= 1 + xL + (fL + v)
@xL
@f

+
�

t

= 1 +
aL(W )� v � 2fL + �

t
= 0;

@�PPISP
@W

= v
@(xL+xH)

@W
�d+ fL

@xL

@W
+
aH(W )a

0
H(W )� aL(W )a

0
L(W )

t
+

+
1

W
2�
�

t
[a0H(W ) + a

0
L(W )]

=
v � �+ fL � aL(W )

t
a0L(W ) +

v � �+ aH(W )
t

a0H(W )� d+
1

W
2 = 0:

We thus obtain:

fL =
aL(W ) + t+ �� v

2
:

If advertising was not sensitive to congestion (a0i = 0), again W = 1=
p
d. With

variable advertising rates, the equilibrium waiting time is de�ned implicitly by

v � �� aL(W ) + t
2t

a0L(W ) +
v � �+ aH(W )

t
a0H(W )� d+

1

W
2 = 0: (32)

We can now state the following results.

Proposition 4 With variable advertising rates, the following properties hold: 1) If

advertising rates have the same sensitivity to congestion in both regimes, congestion

is lower and investment in capacity and content is higher under PP compared to

NN. 2) If v is large enough, a necessary and su¢ cient condition for the abolition

of NN to lead to lower congestion and higher investment is that advertising rates

for prioritized tra¢ c are more sensitive to congestion than advertising rates under

NN, i.e., ja0H j > ja0j. 3) In the example (27)-(28), congestion is always lower and
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investment higher under PP compared to NN. 4) A necessary, but not su¢ cient,

condition for congestion to be lower and investment to be higher under NN compared

to PP is ja0Lj > ja0j > ja0H j :

Proof. See Appendix.

Proposition 4 is the main result of the paper, as it links the incentives to invest

both in network expansion and total content to the sensitivity of advertising rates to

congestion: our earlier intuition that the ISP has an incentive to adopt prioritized

tra¢ c and invest more, particularly when this allows to redirect advertising resources

towards google, is con�rmed. NN can favor investment only when the sensitivity of

advertisement rates is decreased by priority, arguably a rather unintuitive situation.

The results deserve some more detailed comments. Part 1) implies that, as advert-

ising rates are equally a¤ected by congestion, the ISP reduces congestion compared

to the case with exogenous advertising rates. This happens particularly under PP:

compared to NN, PP has a �level�e¤ect that increases advertising funds overall; this

induces the ISP to extend capacity and prioritize tra¢ c. Clearly, the result is not a

restatement of Proposition 2, which is obtained only as a limiting case when a0 = 0.

Part 2) also has an intuitive explanation. If v is high enough, the e¤ect that

prevails must come from the price charged to end users which, in turn, depends on

the sensitivity of total content to congestion. PP leads to higher incentives to invest

if and only if ja0H j > ja0j, i.e., when advertising rates for prioritized tra¢ c are more
sensitive to congestion than advertising rates under NN.

Part 3) shows that, if the relation ja0H j > ja0j > ja0Lj between advertising rates
sensitivities holds, PP leads to higher investments and lower congestion more in gen-

eral. In the context of our example the result holds no matter the value of v. In this

case, a decrease in congestion under PP increases the dispersion of advertising rates,

and leads to further funds attracted to google�s applications: in other words, both

the level and the dispersion e¤ect go in the same direction.

Finally, part 4) can be seen as a robustness check. Indeed, a reversal in the

sensitivity of ads to congestion is needed to overturn the main �nding: if priority

decreases, rather than increases, the sensitivity of ad rates then NN leads to a lower

congestion and a higher investment. It should be further noticed, however, that the

condition devised is a necessary but not su¢ cient result: this is due to the �level�

e¤ect, whereby advertising rates increase for google under PP, that is still operating.
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The results on investment and content supply that we obtained for constant

advertising rates are therefore likely to be sharpened when considering congestion-

sensitive advertising rates: this is due to the joint operation of both the dispersion and

level e¤ects of advertising rates. The existence of these advertising sensitivity e¤ects

has also an impact on congestion: this contrasts with the case of �xed advertising

rates, where waiting times remained constant in both regimes.

5.2 Welfare e¤ects of NN regulation

To analyze the welfare implications of NN, we follow similar steps as in Section 4.1.

For the sake of brevity, here we consider which priority regime generates the highest

welfare when allocations are chosen privately, as this is also the policy question which

ultimately matters.

Consider NN �rst. The welfare function is:

SWNN (xF ; xG;W ) = v(xF + xG)� dW + a(W )(xF + xG)

� t
2

�
x2F + x

2
G

�
� �(xF ; xG;W );

where �(xF ; xG;W ) = 1
W + �(xF + xG):

Under PP, social welfare can be written as:

SWPP (xL; xH ;W ) = v(xL + xH)� dW + aL(W )xL + aH(W )xH

� t
2

�
x2L + x

2
H

�
� �(xL; xH ;W );

where �(xL; xH ;W ) = 1
W
+ �(xL + xH):

After substitution and rearranging terms, we obtain

�SW = SWNN � SWPP = � (aH � aL)
5(aH � aL) + 4(aH + t+ v � �)

32t| {z }
AD1<0

� (aH + aL � 2a)
14a+ 7aH + 7aL � 4t+ 28(v � �)

32t| {z }
AD2

�(WNN �WPP
)(d� 1

WNNW
PP
)| {z }

WT

:

The welfare di¤erential is decomposed into three parts: the �rst two terms capture

the welfare e¤ects of advertising rates (AD1 and AD2), and the last term captures
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the e¤ect of the waiting times (WT ). AD1 is always negative. If ad rates were not

sensitive to congestion, we know that waiting times would be identical, so WT = 0:

Furthermore, under the assumption that the average ad revenues do not change in

the two regimes, AD2 would also be equal to zero. Hence we would �nd again the

same result as in Proposition 3: a regime with priority has better welfare properties

than a regime based on best-e¤ort. More in general, when ad rates are sensitive to

congestion, we have the following result on which regime is preferred for welfare.

Proposition 5 The same conditions that lead to lower congestion under PP com-

pared to NN (Proposition 4), are also su¢ cient for PP to be the most e¢ cient regime.

Proof. From (31) and (32), under either regime it is always W < 1=
p
d: Hence

d� 1

WNNW
PP > 0 and the sign of the term WT simply depends on the comparison of

waiting times, as discussed in Proposition 4. Furthermore, if WNN > W
PP
, it is also

aH(W
PP
) + aL(W

PP
) = 2a(W

PP
) > 2a(WNN ) and AD2 < 0: Thus WNN > W

PP

is a su¢ cient condition for �SW < 0: Q.E.D.

An intuitive interpretation of the result goes as follows. For a given level of

congestion, a more skewed distribution of advertising resources leads to a higher

overall content supply under PP; hence, PP has a positive welfare e¤ect that can

only be outweighed by an increase in waiting time and the inconvenience that this

has on �nal users. Since these e¤ects are not present, then PP is clearly welfare

superior to NN. The su¢ ciency result requires only PP to lead to lower congestion,

as identi�ed by our previous analysis on advertising rates�sensitivity to congestion.

The results obtained in the benchmark model are robust to the endogenization

of the advertising rates: PP, through its redistribution of the advertising resources,

is likely to lead to a welfare superior outcome with respect to NN regulation. The

opposite result requires NN to reduce congestion, a scenario that requires a sharp

reversal in the sensitivity of ads rates.

6 Conclusions

The Internet industry is facing a crucial phase of its development: since broadband

has become the standard delivering technology, telephone and cable networks have

become a gateway to content and applications. These ISPs can access a large amount

of information about data packets and discriminate between them at a relatively
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low cost. The �net neutrality debate�has developed in several directions: from an

economic standpoint, the debate focuses on the consequences that discrimination can

have on pricing of ISPs to both content providers and �nal users. Both advocates of

net neutrality regulation and opponents have put forward important arguments. One

of the most controversial issues is whether regulation is needed to protect innovation

at the �edge�, i.e., from small and innovative CPs; on the other hand, investment

incentives at the �core�, i.e., ISPs�maintenance and upgrade of their networks, are

also crucial in times of increased bandwidth demand.

Our paper contributes by developing a formal framework that, although stylized,

seems well suited to capture the features of the Internet sector and analyze the ar-

guments in favour and against net neutrality. We proposed a model that formalizes

prioritization as a tool that stands at the interface between Operations Management

and Marketing, especially in the context of clickstream tracking. Broadband network

intelligence allows the ISP both to reduce waiting time of particular applications

(which is directly enjoyed by end users) and to attract advertisers�interests via deep

packet inspection (advertisers then fund CPs). The main idea that we have put for-

ward is that a prioritization regime redirects resources towards particular players (the

large CP and the ISP, in our model), and takes away resources from other stakeholders

(the small CPs). This further a¤ects their incentives to invest in either infrastructure

or content, which has real e¤ects.

In our framework, the main engine comes from di¤erential advertising funds, but

others can be thought of, e.g., paid-for content and applications in case CPs can

directly charge end users. Our �ndings suggest that the ISP adjusts capacity to the

level of tra¢ c: net neutrality then is likely to slow investment at the core; however,

regulation is likely to favor innovation at the edge while hindering the development

of applications from large content providers. One of our results that should be of

relevance to policy makers is that, allowing prioritization, implies that the large CP

(�google�) becomes even larger compared to the fringe of CPs, although not necessar-

ily more pro�table. Overall, we have identi�ed conditions such that priority pricing

leads to a better allocation of the resources available in the industry and, as such,

it is welfare enhancing. The results are quite robust and are reinforced in case the

advertising revenues of CPs are sensitive to congestion.

There are several ways in which our model can be improved. First, despite the

�last mile� of the Internet seems relatively uncompetitive, it would be desirable to
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extend our approach to the case of competing ISPs. Second, advertising rates could be

endogenized by modelling the demand and supply of advertising space: this extension

constitutes a challenge for further research. Third, CPs may be di¤erently a¤ected

by congestion depending on the nature of service they provide, an important feature

if crowding out issues want to be addressed.
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A Appendix

Proof of Proposition 2. From the proof of Proposition 1 we can calculate W =

1=
p
d, and thus �� �(xF + xG) =

p
d under NN. The FOC w.r.t. f is:

1 + xF + (f + vF � �)
@xF
@f

= 0;

which, after substitution, is solved to get:

f =
a+ tF + �� vF

2
:

This determines the capacity level and characterizes the equilibrium fully:

W =
1p
d
; � =

�
h
a(2 tFtG + 1) + vF � tF � �

i
2tF

+
p
d;

p = a

�
vF
2tF

+
vG
tG

�
+ vF

�
vF � tF � �

2tF

�
�
p
d;

xG =
a

tG
; xF =

a+ vF � tF � �
2tF

;

�F =
(a� f)2
2tF

=
(a� �� tF + vF )2

8tF
; �G =

a2

2tG
� a+ �+ tF � vF

2
;

�ISP =
(a+ vF � �� tF )2

4tF
+
a (vG + tG � �)

tG
� 2
p
d:
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Under PP, the equilibrium is solved similarly, to get

W =
1p
d
; � =

�(2aH
tF
tG
+ aL + vF � tF � �)

2tF
+
p
d;

fL =
aL + tF + �� vF

2
; fH =

aL + tF + �� vF
2tG

+
a2H � a2L
2tG

;

p = aL
vF
2tF

+ aH
vG
tG
+ vF

�
vF � tF � �

2tF

�
�
p
d;

xH =
aH
tG
; xL =

aL + vF � tF � �
2tF

;

WH = 2
tF

�aL � �2 � �tF + �vF + 2
p
dtF

;

WL =
�2tG � 2

p
dtF tG � 2�aHtF � �aLtG + �tF tG � �tGvF

tG
p
d
�
�2 � �aL + �tF � �vF � 2

p
dtF

� ;

�F =
(aL � fL)2

2tF
=
(aL � �� tF + vF )2

8tF
; �G =

a2L
2tG

� aL + �+ tF � vF
2

;

�ISP =
(aL + vF � �� tF )2

4tF
+
aH (vG + tG � �)

tG
+
(aH � aL)(aH + aL � 2tG)

2tG
� 2
p
d:

The results for the �rst part follow from simple comparisons of the relevant ex-

pressions. In particular f > fL since a > aL: Also f < fH if (aH + aL)(aH � aL) >
tG (a� aL) which is surely satis�ed under (12). aH > a > aL implies that xG < xH
and xF > xL:

The average waiting times are identical under both regimes while W < WH and

W > WL follow immediately from the properties of the M/M/1 system.

As far as prices to end users are concerned, it is pPP > pNN i¤ vG � tG(a�aL)
2tF (aH�a)vF :

Under (9), this further simpli�es to vG � tG
2tF (1�)vF :

Turning to the total pro�ts of the fringe, again a > aL ensures that �NNF > �PPF :

google�s pro�ts compare as follows:

�NNG � �PPG =
1

2
(a� aL)

a+ aL � tG
2tG

> 0 i¤ a+ aL > tG:

Under (9), the last inequality is rewritten as aL(2 � ) + aH � tG > 0. Since the

LHS is increasing in , a su¢ cient condition for google�s pro�ts to be surely higher

under NN is aL � tG
2 .

Also the pro�ts of the ISP in the two regimes can be compared:

�PPISP��NNISP=
(aL�a)(a+ aL+2vF�2�� 2tF )

4tF
+
(aH�a)(vG+tG��)

tG
+
(aH�aL)(aH+aL�2tG)

2tG
:
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The �rst term is negative, the second is positive as well as the third (because of (12)).

The second term always prevails over the �rst if vG is high enough.

Using assumption (9), when  = b = 1

1+
tG
2tF

, the pro�t di¤erence becomes

(aH�aL)
�
vG � vF � tF
2tF + tG

+
aH(4t

2
F + 2tF tG + t

2
G) + aL(4t

2
F + 2tF tG � t2G)

2tG(2tF + tG)2

�
;

so that vG � vF is a su¢ cient condition for �PPISP> �NNISP for all values of  � b:
In general, pro�ts are higher under priority i¤

vG � vISP = (vF � �+ tF + aL)
tG

2tF (1� )
+
(aH � aL)tG2
4tF (1� )

+ �� aH + aL
2(1� ) :

Q.E.D.

Proof of Proposition 3. We start with the priority regime choice by a social

planner. Waiting time is the same under both regimes. By substituting the �rst best

allocations (18), (19), (23), and (24) into the expressions for social welfare, and taking

the di¤erence, we obtain in general

SWNN � SWPP = �(aH � aL)(aH � aL + 2vG � 2vF )
2(tF + tG)

�

0BB@aH tF
tF+tG

+ aL
tG

tF+tG
� a| {z }

A

1CCA �
0BB@aH tF

tF+tG
+ aL

tG
tF+tG

�a| {z }
A

+
2tG(vF � �)+2tF (vF � �)

tF+tG

1CCA tF+tG
2tF tG

:

Under assumption (9) the sign of second term in brackets depends simply on . If

 � � = 1

1+
tG
tF

< b; then for sure A � 0 and the whole term is not positive. Hence a

su¢ cient condition for also the �rst bracket to be negative is vG � vF :
More in general, the welfare di¤erence is still negative for any

vG � v� = (vF��+tF+aL)
tG

tF (1� )
+
(aH � aL)tG2
2tF (1� )

+��(aH � aL)(1 + )
2

�aL�tG


1�  :

(33)

Consider next the expressions of the social welfare in the two di¤erent regimes,

when allocations are determined by the ISP. Under assumption (9), the expression
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for the di¤erence is:

SWNN � SWPP = 
(aH � aL)[3aH + 3aL � 2tF + 6(vF � �)]

8tF

�(1� )(aH � aL)[aH + aL + 2(vG � �)]
2tG

� (1� )(aH � aL)
2(4tF + 3tG)

8tF tG
:

The second and third terms are negative, while the �rst is positive. In particular, the

sum of the �rst two terms alone when  = e = tF
tF+

3
4
tG
reduces to� (aH�aL)[tF+3(vG�vF )]

4tF+3tG
;

which implies that vG � vF is a su¢ cient (but not necessary) condition for SWPP >

SWNN to hold for sure for all values of  � e, with � < e < b:
More in general, the welfare di¤erence is still negative for any

vG � evISP = (vF��+tF+aL) 3tG

4tF (1� )
+
3(aH � aL)tG2
8tF (1� )

+��(aH � aL)(1 + )
2

�aL�tG


1� 
(34)

From inspection of (33) and (34), the last four terms are identical in both expressions,

while the �rst two terms are strictly smaller in (34). It then follows that evISP < v�.
Q.E.D.

Proof of Proposition 4. The results on total content follow from compar-

ing xF + xG = 3a(W )+v�t��
2t under NN with xL + xH = 2aH(W )+aL(W )+v�t��

2t =
2a(W )+aH(W )+v�t��

2t under PP. If one can prove that W
PP

< WNN , then it imme-

diately follows that total content supply increases under PP since then aH(W ) >

a(W ) > a(W ):

Consider next congestion, given by (31) and (32) in the two regimes. The only

terms that matter are respectively

ANN =
3(v � �) + t+ a

2t
a0;

APP =
v � �
2t

(a0L + 2a
0
H) +

1

2
a0L +

1

2t
(2aHa

0
H � aLa0L);

where, to avoid clutter, we have dropped the dependence of ads on waiting time. The

results on capacity investment follow from noting that

�NN =
1

W
+
�

t

3a(�)� t+ v � �
2t

;

�PP =
1

W
+
�

t

2a(�) + aH(�)� t+ v � �
2t

:

Since a0 < 0 and a0H < 0, a su¢ cient general condition for PP to increase investment

is that W
PP

< WNN .
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1) If the sensitivity of ads to congestion is the same (a0L = a0H = a0), then, as

2aH � aL > a; we have that APP < ANN , and hence W
PP

< WNN .

2) If v is high enough, only the �rst terms in ANN and APP above matter for

the comparison. Since from aL(�) + aH(�) = 2a(�) it is also a0L + a0H = 2a0: Thus

a0L + 2a
0
H = 2a

0 + a0H < 3a
0 i¤ a0H < a

0:

3) In the speci�c example we obtain

ANN =
3(v � �) + t+ a

2t
a0;

APP =
(v � �)(3 + �) + t(1� �) + a(1 + 3�) + ��

W (3 + �)

2t
a0:

Every single term is bigger in absolute value in APP compared to the corresponding

one in ANN . There is only once exception (��t), but because of assumption (12),
which can now be re-written as a > t, this term is more than compensated by �a.

Hence APP < ANN , and W
PP

< WNN and �PP > �NN : In particular, in this case,

after simple substitution, it is �PP��NN = WNN�WPP

WNNW
PP +

��[3(WNN�WPP
)+�WNN ]

2tWNNW
PP > 0.

4) For the last part, imagine aH = a(1 + x) and aL = a(1 � x) where x > 0:

Also, write a0H = a
0(1 +X) and a0H = a

0(1�X), where a priori the sign of X is not

determined. Then

APP =
(v � �)(3 +X) + t(1�X) + a[1 + 3(X + x) + xX]

2t
a0L:

Using again (12), then a su¢ cient condition for APP < ANN is X > 0. It is only

when X < 0 that the sign could be eventually reversed. Q.E.D.
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